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About This Content

300 Platinum to use towards new Warframes, Weapons, Equipment, and more
3-Day Resource and Affinity Boosters to speed up gathering resources for crafting new Equipment and leveling up your

Arsenal
1 Hawk Mod Pack containing 5 random mods to instantly upgrade your Arsenal

1 Streamline Mod to increase your Ability Efficiency and allow you to use your abilities more often
1 Orokin Catalyst to supercharge your Weapons and double your mod capacity allowing for more upgrades

1 Orokin Reactor to supercharge your Warframes and Companions so you can double your mod capacity allowing for more
upgrades

1 Pyra Syandana to add some decorative flair to your Warframe
1 Nava Glyph to mark your favorite locations during missions

1 Nava Sigil to customize your Warframe
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Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Digital Extremes
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017
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Good very good. REMINDER If you log in your warframe account, the game will ask if you want to active the pack. so if you
accidently log in another account you can easily say "no",
DE make a small mistake but fix it in 24 hourse, applause to them!

Good value even at full price
Despite the title "starter pack", I suggest only buy this when you already got around 30 hours in game and know the basic so you
dont waste the booster and orokin reactor\/catalyst on random stuff
The syndana preety cool
Mod pack actived automaticly so you must check it on the mod menu with "recent" option (kinda suck because i want to taste
the "feeling" when oppening it)
The cosmetic stuff simple but cool (with that bling bling color i love it some how)
300 plat make you "Insta good lookin primed warframe with gold bling bling" (or if you decide to use it on something else) or
just bought some slot (like ist really really really important, trust me)
overall good and totally enjoy it really a "starter pack" feelin you got with this.
i hope DE realese more package like this so i dont need to press everything i want individually in market

Remind me again why this game is free?
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